Many new physics models predict mechanisms that could produce a γ + jets signature. We search in the γ + jets channel, independent of any model, for new physics using 2 fb −1 of CDF Run II data collected at the Fermilab Tevatron from pp collisions at √ s = 1.96 TeV. A variety of techniques are applied to estimate the Standard Model expectation and non-collision backgrounds. We examine several kinematic distributions including photon E T , invariant masses, and total transverse energy in the event for discrepancies with predictions of the Standard Model.
INTRODUCTION
We present the preliminary findings of a model-independent, signature-based search for the anomalous production of γ + jets in pp collisions at √ s = 1.96 TeV using 2 fb −1 of CDF Run II data. We scan kinematic distributions including photon (γ) energy, invariant mass of the γ and leading jets, and total transverse energy in the event (H T ) for an excess of events over Standard Model (SM) predictions. An excess could indicate the existence of a new heavy particle decaying into γ + jets or a new physics mechanism such as gauge-mediated SUSY breaking [1] . The Feynman diagrams in Fig. 1 (a) and 1(b) illustrate examples of processes that yield the γ + 2 jets signature. 
SELECTING γ + JETS EVENTS
We select a sample of γ candidates by identifying electromagnetic (EM) clusters with transverse energy E T > 30 GeV in the central region of the calorimeter (|η| < 1.1). To reduce the background from charged leptons, we require an absence of tracks pointing in the direction of the EM cluster. Background from cosmic rays is reduced with a requirement on calorimeter timing, and we remove events that originate from the beam halo using a set of topological selection requirements. Events with photomultiplier tube spikes -an instrumentation effect that can resemble a γ -are also removed. In the remaining event sample, we identify one or more jets with E T > 15 GeV and |η| < 3.1. A typical γ + jet event in the CDF detector is depicted in Fig. 2 There is little activity in the detector except for a large EM energy cluster, which mimics a γ, and just enough energy in the calorimeter to form a jet, making a perfect γ + 1 jet signature. This topology will give rise to a large / ET .
MODELING BACKGROUNDS
The SM γ and SM charged lepton backgrounds are modeled using the Pythia Monte Carlo generator (Tune A) [2] . All other backgrounds are modeled using data. Background from QCD multijet production, in which a jet fakes a photon, are modeled using a sample that consists of jets that pass the photon selection requirements. Although a large portion of background from cosmic rays and the beam halo is removed by the γ + jets selection requirements, some events remain, and these backgrounds are significant in the large / E T region. A pure cosmic ray event sample is attained using EM timing information and is used to construct a background template. A set of topological cuts is used to select beam halo events. The beam halo and cosmic ray templates are normalized to the expected number of background events in the γ + jets sample. The SM lepton template is normalized according to the luminosity of the data. After subtracting all other backgrounds, the SM γ and multijet backgrounds are normalized according to the fake γ fraction which is determined to be 0.319 ± 0.001(stat) ± 0.0068(syst) for photons with E T > 30 GeV. Figure 3 illustrates a few of these backgrounds, and Table I summarizes the background estimates. 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
We present a few of the γ + ≥1 jet results in Fig. 4 . The data are represented by black dots and backgrounds are shown in different colors. The shaded region signifies the total systematic uncertainty. Uncertainty due to the jet energy measurement is by far the largest systematic uncertainty. Uncertainties in determining the fake γ fraction, integrated luminosity, EM energy measurements, beam halo estimate, and cosmic ray background estimate are also th International Conference on High Energy Physics, Philadelphia, 2008 Beam Halo Photons 9 ≤1
Photons from PMT Spikes 0 0 taken into account. We have measured the photon E T spectrum from 30 GeV to about 550 GeV, and over this range the total systematic uncertainty increases from 15% to 90%. It is evident that at higher E T the photon purity increases. We are limited by statistics at high E T . The invariant mass of the γ and the leading jet extends up to 1000 GeV. Many background predictions become limited by statistics in the high mass region, and the systematic uncertainty increases from 15% to 90%. As is evident from these plots, the SM γ and QCD multijet backgrounds are dominant. An excess of data over the background prediction and uncertainties will hint at new physics. Thus far, we see good agreement with the present theory predictions extending over several orders of magnitude. In the final stage of this analysis we plan to perform a closer inspection of events with large / E T . 
